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1. The audio of the 1995 game Quest for Fame is based on works by these people. Members
of the New Order Nation, including Helga,  kidnap these people in a game whose projectiles
include compact discs. These people are unlocked as playable characters as part of the
Nipmuc High School level, which also includes a cover of Mott the Hoople’s “All the Young
Dudes.” That game, which includes Tom Hamilton and all other people of this type, is the first
dedicated spin-off of the Guitar Hero series. The rail shooter Revolution X stars, for 10 points,
what group of musicians that includes Joe Perry and Steven Tyler?
ANSWER: the members of Aerosmith

2. One activity in this game ideally requires waiting for a certain number on-screen to
reach 1,484 and ignoring the player character entirely. Completing one task in this game
causes a mole to appear if it’s done on the last possible attempt. A special controller for
playing this game on the Atari 2600 has no joystick and just three buttons, which echoes its
arcade control scheme. One object in this game can be deliberately thrown off the screen, which
will kill a bird. Several activities in this game have between 42 and 45 degrees as optimal launch
angles. For 10 points, name this Konami game that begins with a button-mashing 100-yard-dash.
ANSWER: Track & Field

3. A trilogy of light-gun shooters whose titles start with this word center on “Rage” and
“Smarty,” a pair of police officers. An on-cartridge processor designed to compete with the
Super FX chip had a name that included this adjective, and was used in exactly one game,
which had a preposterous $100 price tag on release in 1994. That game, whose title also
contains this word, had a “Deluxe” version released for the 32X. Sarah and Jacky Bryant are
characters in a fighting game series that incorporates this word, which precedes “Tennis” in an
excellent Dreamcast game. For 10 points, give this weird adjective that ostensibly describes the
3D nature of Sega games.
ANSWER: Virtua (do not accept or prompt on “Virtual”)

4. Description acceptable. In an episode of “Clueless Gamer,” Conan O’Brien discussed this
specific action shortly before needing 59 attempts to successfully cross a busy street. This
action follows a speech delivered by Cormack, and occurs at the start of the level “Atlas.”
A level in Battlefield Hardline parodies this action and depicts the player kissing his own
hand. Jack Mitchell, the performer of this mandatory action, recently returned from South Korea.
After performing this action, Mitchell meets his best friend’s father Jonathan Irons, a weapons
developer played by Kevin Spacey. Arlington, Virginia is the site of, for 10 points, what action in
Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare, which occurs during a funeral?
ANSWER: pressing a button to pay respects (accept similar answers giving a specific button or
reasonable equivalents; prompt on answers like the “Call of Duty funeral” before the end)
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5. David Sheff’s book Game Over claims that this character was named for the wife of a
warehouse manager named Don James. One ad depicting this character erroneously names
her “Louise,” while in early appearances she was only called “Lady.” This character has
appeared in a series that includes Tipping Stars and March of the Minis, in which she sports large
golden earrings. This woman appears as the mayor of New Donk City in Super Mario Odyssey.
Peach was preceded as a love interest by, and once bore a strong resemblance to, for 10 points,
what red-clad woman who is rescued by Mario in Donkey Kong?
ANSWER: Pauline

6. Caverns of Hope is a surprisingly extensive fansite about this character, whose creator
rejected a publisher’s suggestion that he be named Botticelli.  A kid-oriented game starring
this character also adds the playable characters Kintee and Tara. A massive DNA strand
called the Asterite aids this character, who occasionally battles the Vortex Queen, a huge
creature that resembles a Xenomorph. This character receives communications via
crystal-shaped glyphs, which lead him to Atlantis. Defender of the Future is a Dreamcast game
featuring this character, who in another release he braves the “Tides of Time.” A dash attack and
sonar are used by, for 10 points, what heroic dolphin?
ANSWER: Ecco the Dolphin

7. Sylvester T. Square is the villain of a Psygnosis PS1 game about an “extreme” person in
this profession named Roscoe McQueen. A Sega arcade game about people with this job is
set at the WhiteHead Hotel. Two men in this profession are moved left and right in the
early DOS game Bouncing Babies. Sonic Team created a Saturn game about an elite group of
these people which called them a certain type of “Rangers.” A US Games release based on
people with this job was based on a 1974 disaster film starring Paul Newman. For 10 points,
name this profession depicted in the games The Ignition Factor and The Towering Inferno.
ANSWER: firefighters (or firemen or equivalents; prompt on “rescue workers” or similar)

8. This place got its current name following the eruption of a nearby volcano on Unimak.
After getting a tip from Max Smithson, Gary McGolden wrote a book about the “Shocking
Conspiracy” behind this place in response to a Ukrainian woman’s book titled “In the
Darkness” of it. Jim Houseman was arrested before he could order a nuclear strike on this
place. Two pestering spotlights appear in a level named for this place in a 2008 Nintendo
fighting game. ArmsTech used this place for a secret development project leading up to this
place’s namesake “incident.” FOXHOUND takes control of, for 10 points, what island in Alaska,
the setting of Metal Gear Solid?
ANSWER: Shadow Moses (accept Shadow Moses Island or similar)
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9. A spinoff of this event known as “this event vs. Godsgarden” was cancelled due to the
Tohoku earthquake. Tom Cannon co-created this event, which initially used the name
“Battle by the Bay.” In recent years, this event has been managed by Joey Cuellar, who
goes by “Mr. Wizard.” One of these events featured an astonishing action now known as
“Moment 37,” which was executed by Daigo Umehara. In 2017, a fundraising contest was held
to determine the ninth game at this event, with candidates including Nidhogg, Windjammers, and
ARMS. Nintendo controversially objected to the running of Super Smash Bros games at, for 10
points, what massive fighting game tournament series?
ANSWER: Evolution Championship Series (or EVO)

10. One of about 10 easter egg messages in one version of this device displays a poem that
reads “Poems have rhymes, sometimes.” The makers of this device produced ads reading
“Thank you Canada!” after that country sold them despite an ongoing lawsuit. A common
version of this device depicts a faceless blue man holding up a shape containing the device’s
tagline. Sega put their seal of approval on some of these devices on the condition that they did
not work with games that had a built-in save feature. In non-American markets, these devices
were sold by Camerica or its original creator, CodeMasters. Galoob released the American
versions of, for 10 points, what device marketed as the “video game enhancer”?
ANSWER: Game Genie

11. Much of this game’s visuals are adapted from hundreds of photos of Santa Fe, New
Mexico. A key task in this game requires opening a rift called the Star Fissure, into which
the player falls in the game’s best ending. This game’s protagonist is tasked with freeing
Catherine from her father-in-law Gehn, who is the self-proclaimed ruler of the title five-island
location. Like its predecessor, this game features designer Rand Miller as the voice of Atrus,
features a “Zip” feature for fast travel, and depicts worlds connected by books. For 10 points,
name this game with the descriptive subtitle “The Sequel to Myst.”
ANSWER: Riven: the Sequel to Myst (prompt on “Myst 2” or similar)

12. One of these things first released in 1995 includes a list reading “legs,” “surface,”
“wood glue,” and “nails or screws.” In the FPS F.E.A.R., the gross nerd Norton Mapes has
a belt buckle with an acronym referencing these things. The “Fleaver” is a non-existent
Chrono Trigger enemy incorrectly referenced by one of these things. Mr. Scarecrow Birdy
sells one of these things to Conker for $10 near the start of Conker’s Bad Fur Day. A well-made
one of these things dubs itself a “Local Business Advertiser’s Guide,” and another of these from
the same series is labeled as a “Liberty City Guidebook.” For 10 points, name these
often-ignored documents that explain how games work.
ANSWER: instruction manuals
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13. A female mechanic in this series objects to her sister’s killing of Saul Marius and is the
player character of the DLC pack “Demons of the Badlands.” Early games in this series
focused on nanotechnology created by Dr. Capek. Weapons introduced in this series include
a rainbow-shitting unicorn named Mr. Toots and, as a response to a NeoGAF forums post, an
extremely powerful ostrich. The likely best game in this series makes use of the Geo-Mod
engine. The origins of this series’ villainous Ultor Corporation are explored in the Saints Row
games, which are also made by Volition. For 10 points, name this action series set on Mars.
ANSWER: Red Faction

14. The extremely rare game Outback Joey is probably the only game of its type to be fully
incompatible with this device. This device was based largely on the Mega Jet, a device used
on Japanese airplanes. Holding down the “Mode” button on this device changes which of
its buttons will work. A certain X-Men game is unbeatable when using this device due its
lack of a reset button. A release in October 1995, five months after the release of the Saturn, was
among the reasons this device failed, alongside its frustratingly blurry screen. For 10 points,
name this battery-annihilating portable version of the Genesis.
ANSWER: Genesis Nomad (or Sega Nomad)

15. Somewhat specific answer required. The point-and-click adventure Indiana Jones and
the Fate of Atlantis depicts Atlantis as being in one of these places. In the original Final
Fantasy, the party weirdly uses a canoe to reach and enter one of these places. The final
battle against Albert Wesker in Resident Evil 5 occurs in one of these locations. The Czar
Dragon guards a Star Piece in one of these places, which the player jumps to from Nimbus
Land in Super Mario RPG. An “Elevator Tour” in one of these place occurs in a level where
Mario must also “hot foot it” to reach it. Groudon is first found in, for 10 points, what type of
location that holds the last two stars in Lethal Lava Land?
ANSWER: inside a volcano (prompt on “volcano” or “mountain”)

16. A movie theater in this game features a poster for the “classic” film A Welsh Ghost
Story, which is credited to this game’s real life creator, Ragnar Tornquist. This game’s
protagonist claims to be a child of the Draic Kin and can use a flute to summon a talking
crow. The ridiculously named and legless hacker Burns Flipper is killed during this game,
whose title comes from a speech by Dag Hammarskjöld. The vastly different worlds of Stark
and Arcadia are the settings of this game, in which Cortez aids the 18-year-old art student April
Ryan. Dreamfall is the sequel to, for 10 points, what outstanding point-and-click game depicting
an extensive adventure?
ANSWER: The Longest Journey
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17. At the time of its release, this game included a “Too Cool T-Shirt Contest” that was won
by collecting the letters in this game’s name. This game’s levels are divided into three
classes, the last of which ends with the Canals of Mars and Nightmare. The player is told to
“Party, Dude” upon completing this game, whose ending is a beach party. The
awesomely-named Bif and Jet are the protagonists of this game, who must pass through gates to
gain point multipliers and collect cans to throw at enemies, as well as at each other. This game’s
controls include four buttons to use each of the player’s limbs to paddle. For 10 points, name this
1988 Atari game about floating down a river in an inflatable device.
ANSWER: Toobin’

18. A cutscene in the 2012 game Asura’s Wrath depicts this character at the back of a row of
warriors. After a swimming sequence, this character is defended by a man who calls her
“sensitive about her flaws.” Thanks to an amazingly lazy graphic designer, this character
appears on the cover of a certain Wii game with the IGN logo near her mouth. This character
helps revive an enormous tree at the behest of an elderly man with an orange on his head. A
one-inch tall man named Issun aids and sits atop this character, whose potential lack of ink will
cause her red markings to disappear. The celestial brush is used to draw patterns by, for 10
points, what lupine protagonist of Okami?
ANSWER: Amaterasu (prompt on “Ammy”)

19. A reference to this man is hidden in “Hell Beneath,” the first level of the FPS episode
Thy Flesh Consumed. This man’s Twitter profile picture is a screenshot of his all-time
favorite game, Robotron 2084. The first artist-specific spinoff of Tap Tap Revenge featured
the work of this man, who also composed the theme for Call of Duty: Black Ops II. A group
that includes this man is appropriately referenced on a box of ammunition in an id Software
release for which this man created the soundtrack. For 10 points, name this composer for Quake
whose Rock Band contributions include “The Perfect Drug” and “March of the Pigs.”
ANSWER: Trent Reznor (or Michael Trent Reznor; prompt on “Nine Inch Nails” or “NIN”)

20. An army of beings resembling this character is developed by the Jakob Project, which is
headed by Lumine. In another appearance, this character poses as “The Professor” to
manipulate the Red Alert program. Dr. Doppler applies a vaccine to himself to destroy this
character in the third of his many appearances. This crowning achievement of Dr. Cain is
introduced in a game in which his first fortress includes a rematch with Boomer Kuwanger. In
that game, this character causes a certain hero to team up with the Maverick Hunter Zero. For 10
points, name this antagonist of the Mega Man X series, who is named for a Greek letter.
ANSWER: Sigma


